5G ASU UN Agenda 2030 ISSUES
Many Arizona citizens are voicing well placed concern about this new high millimeter
wave technology called 5G which is SUPPOSED to usher in the Fourth Industrial Revolution.
We wish to bring awareness to the EMF (electromagnetic frequency) organizations that have amassed
the peer reviewed, independent scientific and medical studies that provide reason for serious concern
with the forced “deployment” of 5G in our communities by the FCC and the telecom industry. In fact,
we have arranged for lawmakers to be put in contact with some of the most respected EMF scientists
in the country to discuss the health concerns surrounding 5G – ongoing.
The Technocratic Fascist Smart Grid and Smart City system is being installed in our cities without
any discussion and without citizens’ consent. It is completely unconstitutional.
If you would like to understand not only the health issues related to this 5G technology but also the
Orwellian system it is intended to create, WATCH this very well done video called 5G Dragnet. This
video does a great job of conveying a lot of information in an engaging format. Everyone who watches
it, is left in a bit of stunned silence. It is eye opening for sure!
5G Dragnet Video


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BXbvL0uZkrY&feature=youtu.be

5G systems are being implemented in our cities in the Phoenix Metro area. It is but a portion of the
documentation we have amassed.
Scottsdale City Council member Guy Phillips has been contacted about this information. While he was
somewhat alarmed to learn all of the information detailed below, Councilman Phillips felt local
elected city council members ‘ hands were tied given the HB 2365 law Arizona lawmakers passed in
2017 that gave away all Arizona citizens' local control rights to the FCC and Big Telecom.
Here is the backstory on the HB 2365 5G bill in Arizona:
The Arizona Independent wrote an article titled "Experts Say Arizona’s legislation is a Model for
implementing 5G Technology” which provides a little detail on HB 2365 and the

backstory on

how this 5G bill got passed without debate:
https://arizonadailyindependent.com/2017/07/31/experts-say-arizona-legislation-a-model-forimplementing-5g-technology/
We are starting discussions with certain legislators at the Capital urging them to either overturn HB
2365, or at a minimum set up a formal 5G Commission or a 5G Environmental Study as other states
like New Hampshire and Louisiana have done. New York is to be working toward the same goal in the
upcoming legislative session.
Some cities in New York have issued all out bans on 5G until the various legal battles work their way
through the courts.

Currently there is a national class action lawsuit in the Ninth Circuit Court which the city of Yuma,
Arizona is one of the plaintiffs which is working to overturn the FCC mandate that preempts any local
control because of the Arizona legislators’ passage of HB 2365. We have spoken with the legal counsel
for Yuma, and he made the comment that Yuma is concerned about placing 5G near “sensitive areas”
like their military base and their schools. Why would that be I wonder? Perhaps it has something to
do with their unique high millimeter wave frequencies?
Oregon recently passed a law that requires the peer-reviewed, independently funded scientific studies
of the health effects of exposure to microwave radiation, particularly exposure that results from the
use of wireless network technologies in schools, be reported to the Legislative Assembly.
Furthermore, the Department of Education is to develop recommendations to schools for practices
and alternative technologies, such as wired computer systems (fiber optic and coaxial), that reduce
students’ exposure to wireless microwave radiation that the Oregon health Authority deems as
harmful. See Oregon SB 283.
Other countries like Israel and Italy officially recommended to not permit wireless technology in
schools because there is such strong evidence of its harm to children. This is before any mention of 5G
technology which threatens vastly more powerful electromagnetic radiation.


https://southfloridareporter.com/some-countries-banning-wifi-in-schools-should-we-22524/

Berkeley, California also instituted a mandatory public health warning for all cell phone purchases.
Our Arizona lawmakers, it appears from speaking to some of them, were ill informed (how could that
happen?) about this 5G bill when they voted on it in 2017. They merely thought they were passing a
bill to streamline a “utility” of sorts, rather than the reality that 5G is the backbone of the future datadriven "open government" 5G Artificial Intelligence IoT (Internet of Things) Smart Grid in Smart
Cities with all city data, and private citizen data, being collected into the Smart City cloud for seamless
city management.
If you go to the 5GCrisis.com national website, which I and other Arizona residents are in touch with
regularly, you’ll find a tab that lists 5G Citizen groups all across the country. We have three Facebook
5G groups in Arizona with hundreds of members, one of which is headed by an EMF (electromagnetic
frequency) scientist who is working on this issue at an international level with some of the world’s
leading EMF scientists.
This scientist Elizabeth Kelley's EMSafety Alliance nonprofit based in Tucson, Arizona was
responsible for the International EMF Scientist Appeal to the United Nations and the World Health
Organization to request that these organizations address the existing published peer-reviewed
research on biological or health effects of non-ionizing radiation, including extremely low frequency
fields (ELF) used for electricity or radio frequency radiation (RFR) used for wireless
communications.
These EMF scientists are raising serious concerns regarding the risks for humankind and nature from
ubiquitous and increasing exposure to EMF sources (electromagnetic fields and radiofrequency
radiation) generated by electric and wireless devices from electrical power sources and the global
wireless communications infrastructure.
These scientists recognize that current international EMF exposure guidelines do not protect against
long-term exposure or low-intensity effects, are insufficient to protect the health of humankind, and
do not take into account the risks for all other biological organisms.

The Appeal calls upon the United Nations (UN) and all member States in the world to encourage the
World Health Organization (WHO) to exert strong leadership in fostering the development of more
protective EMF guidelines and to take precautionary measures to reduce EMF exposure conditions.
(This appeal will never succeed because the United Nations and Agenda21 is the creator and sustainer
of 5G!)
A recent article was written in Global Research that documented the global movement from a legal,
legislative, and active citizen awareness perspective on this topic of 5G. The article was titled “5G Cell
Phone Radiation: How the Telecom Companies Are Losing the Battle to Impose 5G
Against the Will of the People”. The UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson’s speech to the United
Nations warning about 5G Smart Cities and Smart AI technology was highlighted in this article.


https://www.globalresearch.ca/telcos-losing-battle-impose-5g/5691065

Listen to the UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson warning about this Orwellian 5G IoT (Internet of
Things) Smart City and Smart A.I. system in his recent speech to the United Nations in September
2019. You can either watch his speech or read the transcript below.



https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/pm-speech-to-the-un-general-assembly-24september-2019 - Transcript of Boris Johnson’s UN Speech
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XaN-MbGV4dY — Video of Boris Johnson’s UN Speech

To be clear, 5G is not an upgrade for our cell phones, but rather is designed to be the backbone of the
future data-driven 5G A.I. IoT (Internet of Things) Smart City and Smart Region running off a Smart
Grid and Cloud based technology.
*** ATTENTION***
In fact, in March of 2019 Scottsdale’s Mayor Lane was at a ribbon cutting ceremony during which
ASU and Amazon Web Services (AWS) launched ASU Smart City Cloud Innovation Center
(CIC) powered by AWS Global.
Mayor Lane said we live in a “global universe” and lauded ASU, ASU Foundation, and Scottsdale’s
partnership to bring about SMART CITY infrastructure and technology plans to benefit not just the
community and state, but beyond. Mayor Lane also pointed out that the CIC will be the north star for
the Phoenix Metro. (Do you ride the Metro, like having your every move being tracked, have your
smartphone read?)
*** IT GETS WORSE *** It is precisely this concept of data-driven, open government
running off of 5G in Smart Cities that I would like to discuss with you.
Smart Cities are intended to be combined into Smart Regions all collecting energy data on Smart
Meters from our Smart Home appliances and our Smart “Wearables” which are all technologies that
GPEC, or the Greater Phoenix Economic Council, is working towards in concert with ASU, ASU
Foundation, and Amazon.
All Scottsdale city data as well as personal data is to be monitored, data-mined, and controlled in the
cloud utilizing A.I. (Artificial Intelligence) and ASU/Amazon Web Service’s ASU Smart City
Cloud Innovation Center (CIC).
Did anyone ever vote for ASU funding this “Smart City” “concept”?



https://asunow.asu.edu/20190314-asu-amazon-web-services-open-smart-city-cloudinnovation-center

ASU also has a Smart City Council in which public tax dollars are joined with private industry money
for “Smart City” technology and infrastructure data collection projects in crony capitalist P3s (PublicPrivate-Partnerships) all intended to bring about the 5G controlled Green Economy, aka “Sustainable
Development” ideology, connected to the Global Warning narrative.
Who voted for the ASU Smart City Council? And why is the ASU Smart City Council guiding our tax
dollars toward very specific infrastructure and technology projects? I suppose we should look to ASU
Smart City Council then because that is one organization who is driving the bus in Arizona.
ASU’s “Smart” Cities Financing Guide ---This ASU document was prepared by the “Smart City
Council” — there’s always a “council" for the coordinated unconstitutional schemes.


https://urbaninnovation.asu.edu/sites/default/files/smartcitiescouncil_-_financing_guide3_31_14.pdf. - READ Document

Why is ASU setting up not only “Smart Cities” but a “Smart Region”? What is that all about?


https://ifis.asu.edu/content/center-smart-cities-and-regions

Do you recall voting for this intrusive, unconstitutional 5G IoT A.I. “Smart City” concept”? I know I
didn’t.
Moreover, I am certain I did not vote nor consent to my family being harmed on a daily basis with
ubiquitous exposure to high millimeter wave, military grade 5G technology so that we can have
driverless cars, movies that can be downloaded in 10 seconds rather than two minutes, cool video
games, 3D augmented reality goggles for some futuristic remote surgery, and Smart refrigerators that
can reorder eggs and milk automatically when they run low.
The desire for 5G is certainly not coming from the consumer side; there is no real business
proposition or value of 5G for the average Arizona or American citizen. The demand is all coming
from Big Government and Big Telecom.
Should ASU Chancellor Crow be expected to explain the document linked below that calls for urban
planners to be involved in creating “Smart Cities” that collects private and public data on their cities
and its citizens, and then connects these data collection IoT devices with very specific technology
involving 5G for “better health outcomes”, among other “Sustainable City” objectives?
And, how exactly is 5G going to improve “health outcomes” when 5G frequencies are harmful to
human health?


https://asunow.asu.edu/20180403-helping-smart-cities-use-big-data-connected-technologygood

And, why is ASU proclaiming that the Phoenix Metro is going to be following the Paris Climate
Accord mandates according to ICLEI and other international bodies? Why is the Phoenix Metro called
a “UN-Habitat”? (Very disturbing)



http://csc.asu.edu/2015/11/20/a-major-milestone-for-president-obamas-climateagenda/. (Note: the mention of "Compact of Mayors, at the request of the UN SecretaryGeneral by his Special Envoy for Cities and Climate Change, Michael Bloomberg, along with
global city networks, C40, ICLEI and UCLG and UN-Habitat, includes cities from the South,
to the heartland, to all corners of the world, and has demonstrated their collective commitment
to fighting climate change.”



https://www.citylab.com/perspective/2019/04/city-leadership-international-policy-mayorsu20-uclg-c40/587089/ - City Mayors are discarding national sovereignty and following
international plans towards “Sustainability” and Global Warming (aka Green New Deal)
mandates.

Why is ASU and Thunderbird working with the LA mayor to align the city with the United Nation’s
Agenda 2030 Sustainable Development Goals - an its international technology and infrastructure
plan?


https://asunow.asu.edu/20180822-global-engagement-asu-and-thunderbird-help-improvelos-angeles

ASU was given $1 Billion bond revenue to advance the Globalist technology and
infrastructure “Sustainable Development” objectives by our Governor it appears. How does this
serve Arizona citizens exactly?


https://azgovernor.gov/governor/news/2017/05/governor-ducey-signs-1-billion-bondingplan-higher-education

It appears that while ASU and its President Michael Crow outwardly advances the UN Agenda 2030
Sustainable Development objectives on the university’s website and at all public forums, ASU has
virtually abandoned any substantive action on its formally declared “Sustainability” goals. Why is
that? Does ASU and its President really believe in “Sustainable Development” or is that term really
intended to advance other objectives?


https://www.statepress.com/article/2019/09/spmagazine-asu-abandoned-most-of-itsclimate-commitments-is-tentatively-on-track-for-neutrality

If you want the backstory of how the United Nations (Global Warming) doctrine of “Sustainable
Development” became integrated into academia, read the summary written by Kristen Williamson of
the detailed National Association of Scholars (NAS.org) report titled “Sustainable Development:
Education’s New Fundamentalism”. ASU, ASU President Michael Crow, and NAU are
prominent players in this story.
We have other 5G PDFs posted but none have such devastating local connections.
Truth will always be truth, regardless of lack of understanding, disbelief or ignorance.
W. Clement Stone

